HIGH COURT OF MADHYA PRADES

Endt. No„.B/129(Prose. Evi)/

Jabalpur, dt. 08/01/19

Ill-2-9/40-V

The copy the order passed
by Hon'ble Shri Justice
Atul Sreedharan dated 04-12-2018 in the Mcr.C.
No. 32718/18
Rambahor Saket Vs. State of M.P. M.Cr.C. No. 25031/18 Balwan@

R:;#avns:!ntga:evosf#e&°;t#;:i/%for;:;rNd°e.d]Z:9:/2°18Aleem@Annu

(i)

The

District & Sessions Judges .......... (all

in

the

State)

with

a

request to circulate the copy of the same to all the Judges working
under your kind control for information & compliance of directions
with regard to expeditious completion of Prosecution evidence .
(ii)

The District & Sessions Judge (Inspection
Indore / Gwalior;

Vigilance), Jabalpur /

(iii) The Director MPSJA for information & needful ,

(iv) Director General of Police Jahagirabad, Police Headquarter Bhopal

(v)

The principal Registrar,

Bench at lndore/Gwalior High court of

M.P., Jabalpur.

(vi)

P.S. to Hon'ble the Chief Justice ,High Court of Madhya Pradesh
Jabalpur for placing the matter before His Lordships,

(vii) P.S.
Registrar

to Registrar General/ Principal Registrar(Judl)/ Principal
(Inspection
&
Vigilance),/
Principal
Registrar

(Examination) / Principal Registrar (ILR) High court of Madhya

Pradesh Jabalpur,

(Vj") RMeag:ityr:r#;[d)6(sJh-,`]j)a6:Pb:i}/(A)/ (Vjg.)/ (Vl.)/ High

Court of

(ix) The Registrar(IT) for uploading the same on the Website of High
Court of M.P.

!g1#!
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THE HIGH COURT OF JVIADHYA PRADESH
PRINCIPAL SEAT AT ABALPUR
M.cr.c. NOFf2Jt\Cb oF 2oi8
Cause Title

APPLICANT
(In Jail)

Rambahor Saket, S/o Shri Badri Prasad Saket,
Aged 40 years, Occupa.tion: Shopkeeper,
R/o Village ]rimaikala, Po.st: ]umaikhurd,

e6':Si:L®:#\;;:`*,

P.S. Gadh, District: Rewa, M.P.
Ezil

Versus
The State of Madhya Pradesh through the

RESPONDENT :

Police Station: Gadh, Disc. Rewa, M,P.

APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 439 0F THE CODE OF
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Particulars of Bail A-pplication

Bail Applica.tion

pending before or already
No.
disposed off by
`Hon'ble supreme court

Nil

)

1. M.Cr.C. No.
18626/17
2. M.Cr.C. No.

'

Date of order
Nil

03.01.2018

Result
Nil

Withdrawn

18.05.2018

Dismissed

11-09-2017

Dismissed

7786/18
Bail No.
117/2017

Particulars of crime

Particulars of Impugned order

Crime No: 285/2017

Ball Application No.: 117/2017

P.S.: Gadh, Rewa. M.P.

Name of Judge: Shri Sunil
KumarJatn

J,

Offence u/s: 376 and 342

Desig. of the Court: SDecial AST,

Pocrso

of the IPC and 3
the POCS0 Act
Place: T onthar Rewa
Date of arrest: 31.08.2017

Date of Order: 11,09.2017

THE HGH cOuRT OF MADIIyA pRADrsH,
PRINCIPAL BENCH AT JABALPUR
M.C*,C.No.32718/2018

Ranbahor Saket Vs. State of M.P
M.Cr.C.No.28031/2018

Balwan @ Batman Slngh Vs. State of M.P

ELcr.C No. 17896/cols
Aleem@Armu Khan V8. State of M.P
JabalDur Dated: 04.12.2018

Mr. Jagat Singh, learned counsel for the
applicant in M.Cr.C.No.32718/2018.
Mr.A.K.Dubcy,
learned
counsel
applicant in M.Cr.C.No.25031/2018.

for

the

Mr. Akash Singhal, Leaned counsel for the appucant
in ELcr.C No. 17896/2018.
Amit Pandey, learned Panel Lawyer for the
State.

third
Te`''`.abp.Iicagwhn for grant of bail under Section
r€H ay ,-., I.,=i

e Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973

d by the applica.nt-Rambahor Saket who
is in judicial custody in connection with Crime
No.285/2017, for offences punishable under

Sections 376 and 342 of the Indian Penal Code
and also under Section 3/4 of the POCSO Act,
registered at P.S Gadh, Rewa (M.P). The first

bail application was dismissed as withdrawn

`

+
vide

order

dated

03.01.2018

M.Cr.C.No.18626/2017,

with

passed

liberty

to

in
file

afresh after the statement of the prosecutrix is
recorded before the Trial Court. Thereafter,

the second application was also dismissed for

want

of

prosecution

18.05.2018

passed in

vide

order

dated

M.Cr.C.No.7786/2018.

The Appllcaat 18 ln Judlclal Cu.tody .lno®

31/08/17. Till the date of nllng of the ball
appllcatlon before thl8 court, not a 8lngle wltne8e
for the prosecution has b®®n examined.

..```.|t``.

L'.;:`u{ ri`.cE.c.No.26o3i/2oi8

has been filed

for

gra\£;rt,\pf bail under Section 439 of the Code of

Cri`S*al Procedure, 1973 by the. applicant
+`Lr~+.r!.dr5an @ Balman Singh herein who iB in

judicial custody in connection with Crime
No.356/2016 for offence8 punishable under
Sections 363, 366, 344, 376-D/34 of IPC and
Section 5/6 of POCSO Act registered at P,S
Madhav

Nagar,

District-Katni

(M.P).

The

Applicant i. ln Judiolal Cu.tody ®lno® 26/ 12/ 17.

Till the date of flllng of th. ball applloatlon b.fore
thl.

court,

bat

a

elngl®

witn®ee

p]o8.outl®n hae b®®n e"mlned,

for

the

\

*

.,

H.Cr.C No. 17896/2018 is the second aLpplicgition

for grant of bail under Section 439 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, 1973 by the applicant

Aleem @ Annu Kban who is in judicial custody
in connection with Crime No.356/2016 for

offences punishable under Sections 363, 366,
344, 376-D/34 of IPC and section 5/6 of
POCSO

Act

Madhav

registered

Nagar,

at

Police

District-Katni

Station-

(M.P).

The

Applicant i8 ln Judicial Custody since 26/ 12/ 17.

Till the date of ffllng of the bail application before

this. court,

not

a single witness

for the

prosecution has been examined.
applications

under

judgement

presenr£ isturbing picture with regard to the
r=_-

.1

sta-tins

under trials who may languish in

`

custody

interminably

during

the

ro cess of protracted trials. It goes without

saying that the jurisdiction of bail which is
vesied equally before the Court of the Judicial
Magistrate

First

Class

under

Section

437

Cr.P.C and before the Court of Sessions and

High Courts under sections 438 and 439 of
Cr.P.C

must

be

-'

____

exercised

judiciously,

balancing both the interest of the society and

the right of the accused to a speedy trial.

Though both the factors are equally important,
but facts of a case may tip the scale in favour
of the accused giving due regard to his right to

a speedy trial. Time and again the High Courts

and the Supreme Court have emphasised the
importance of an expeditious trial,
5.

The stages of a criminal p.roceedings are (1)

--`+>pt*nvestigation (2) filing of the charge sheet (3)
u .i_I
` -\`,
~` -'0+---J1

'€a:king

cogniza.nee

and

8umm6ning

the

_,

(where the accused i9 not in custody)

ommittal of the accused where the offence

-`._i-

triable by the Court of Sessions (5) framing
of

charges

(6)

EVIDENCE

FOR

THE

PROSECUTION (7) statement of the accused
u/a. 313 Cr.P.C (8) Evidence for the Defence

(9)

F`inal

Arguments

and

(10)

Judgement.

Though dela}' can take place at almost all the
aforementioned stages, experience Shows that
the two stages where delay iB most apparent iB

at the stage of investigation, and the stage of
evidence for the prosecution. Of the two, delay

on account of a lengthy investigation can be

redressed

by

providing

succour

to

an

incarcerated accused in the form of a statutory
bail u/s. 167(2) Cr.P.C or a regular bail under

section 437 or 439 Cr.P.C, But delay a.t the

stage of evidence for the prosecution can play

havoc with the rights of the accused to a

speedy trial and render futile the very intent
and purpose of the criminal justice system.
Delay

in

securing

the

presence

of

the

witnesses for the prosecution to testify at the

earliest before the trial court results in (a) an

unjustifiable detention of the accused as an
dertrial, (b) it has the propensity to gravely

the ability of the accused to defend
lf effectively if the delay in recording the

Ill/
) -, ,' ' /:

r=_

ri.,

-+`ey:rfuehce of the prosecution results in, for
i.,,,

;`:,;::J+I I..:L`: exaLmple, in the death of a crucial defence

witness, (c) it creates an opportunity for the

accused to suborn or intimidate the material
witnesses of the case to turn hostile when they

eventually appear in court to testify and (d) it

results in the loss of public faith in the justice
delivery system. Delay at this stage, on the one

handeffectsthehumanSightsoftheaccused

E=

and on the other imperils the society with the
prospect of acquitting and

setting free

a

criminal who has effectively used the delay in

the

production

of

the

witness

for

the

prosecution, by either bribing or threatening

the witness to turn hostile, Either ways, an
expeditious examination of the prosecution
`witnesses is the only way to ensu.re tha,t the

rights of the accused and the interest of the

society are balanced in equal measure and
thereby subserve the interest of justice.

?53F%frough, no rule of thumb exists for deciding
/
bail ?,pplications and each case is required to
be &chudged on the basis of its own peculiar

fa,giv`6 and circumstances, it is essential for the

courts to bear in mind that the con.tinued pre-

trial incarceration of an accused person may
violaLte his right to a Speedy trial which i@ more

undesirable

then

keeping

a

person

in

continuous incarceration before he iB held
guilty. A 8ubBtantial number of the ca8ea in

which

bail

is

denied

to

the

accused

are

offence8 relating to the human body. In Such

cases, the accused is invariably.a onctime
;*,

offender and amongst them, several cases are
crimes of passion, committed on the spur of
the moment without premeditation,

It has been seen by this Court that there are

several cases, like the cases at hand, where

this court dismisses a bail application, taking
cognizance of the facts and circumstances of
the case and sometimes on account of the

applicant/accused withdrawing the case from
the

Court,

where

liberty

is

given

to

the

accused to approach the court again after a
particular witness, & prosecutrix or material
Lt-Witm€sses of` ,-.-the`, case
is examined. Thereafter,
```-```' +`, `".`^ .-.-.- ```*. -"I,+ I,t*,,\"

9±-i.T''--`:+|{(`:```````

.r`-`it`i'S' §&en that in such cases, the witnesses

who ne6ds to be examined before the Trial

Courf`, whereafter only, the accused can once
: I.again agitate his plea for bail, the witnesses

never turn up before the Trial Court despite
repeated attempts to secure their presence.
Sometimes, several months to 'more than a

year pass during which the accused continues

to remain as an undertrial in judicial custody
on account of the non-examination of the
material witnesses before the Trial Court.

,

9.

This creates an impression that (a) that the
summons being issued by the Trial Court
never get served upon the witnesses, (b) the

witnesses

deliberately

unavailable

in

order

make
to

themselves

defeat

service

of

summons upon them and thereby ensure the
continued judicial custody of the accused or,
(c) do not turn up before the trial court even
WEEIIE

=.=±asTe\rsummonsareserveduponthein.
of the record of proceedings before the

trial Court reveals that the trial Court
nically keeps issuing process to the
nesses to secure their presence and very
rarely does it resort to any coercive action.

Such a situation before the trial Court reduces

the right to a speedy trial of the accused to a
joke. This Court h&s also seen ca9e8 where for

relatively minor offences, the first application

for bail before this Court is preferred by the

accused

after

more

than

two

years

of

incarceration as an undertrial. Tfie delay in
approaching the High Court by the accused in
such

ca8e8

wherewithal

itself

reflects

the

of the

accused

to

EEEEEE

lack

of

8eek legal

remedy. The present situation does not secure
the ends of justice. Justice cannot meaLn an

attribution

of overbearing

and

unrealistic

importance to the wellbeing of the society at

the.cost of the individual's liberty. Justice can
only be served if a practical balance between
both is achieved.

11. The factual background of all the three cases

with

regard

to

delay

in

trial,

speak

for

themselves of the situation that has been
discussed

hereinafter.

32718/2018,
'+..:;.i±``:I,`,^``.§a¥et.
¢/
a.,'

He

the
is

In

applicant
in

judicial

M.Cr.C.

is

No.

Rambahor

custody

Crime No.285/2017.

since

He has

charged for offence under sections 376
-`'`

{.`#;and 342 of IPC and 3/4 of POCSO Act. The trial
•

`--'`+ '

against him is going on at Tyonthar, District

Rewa. This is the third application for bail
filed before this Court. The first application for

bail

was

dismissed

vide

order

dated

03.01.2018 passed in M.Cr.C.No.18626/2017

as withdrawn, with liberty to file afresh after
the statement of the prosecutrix waLs recorded

beforethetrialco#rtThereafter,thesecond

i

10

application was moved before this Court after

the passage of almost four months and the
said application was also dismissed but on
account of non-prosecution, vide order dated
18.05.2018

passed in

M.Cr.C,No.7786/2018.

Thereafter, the third application has been filed

which

is

under

consideration

before

this

Court.

present application has been filed by the

icant on the ground of delay in trial. The

has

been

pending

at

the

stage

of

ding the evidence for the prosecution
ince framing of charges on 03/01/ 18. In the

past eleven months, not a single witness for
the

prosecution

has

been

examined.

On

12/01/ 18 the first trial`programme was fixed.
The dates given were 7th, 8th and 9th of March,

2018. Twelve witnesses were to be examined,

four on each date. On all the three dates, none

of the witne88e8 appeared as summons had
not been Served on them.
13. The second trieil programme was fixed on
09/03/18

fixing

16th,17th

and

TS"

EiiiiE

l8`h

of May,

2018 as the dates for recording the evidence of
the prosecution witnesses. Again, on those

dates, none of the witnesses appeared as
summons were not served on them.

14. Thereafter, the third trial programme was
fixed on 18/05/18 and the case was fixed for
18th,19th and 20th of LJuly, 2018. On 18/07/ 18

none of the witnesses appeared before the trial
Court aind tbe prosecutor was also on leave.
On 19th and 20th also, no progress was made,

as no witness appeared.
15. On 20th of LJuly 2018, fourth trial programme
' ,I-_.I... I

i? , itJ. -.-I. :-. ,~ si3± `.`+` . ,

`-,/,,,-

(v.i.`

Was fixed by the learned trial Court. The dates

fded for
witnesses

the

evidence

were

26th,

of the
27th

prosecution

and

28th

of

-`,'

september, 2018. On 26th of September, 2018

no witness appeared and for the first time after
a passage of nine months after framing of
charges, the Court issued bailable warrant of
Rs.50/- against the witnesses. On 27th also,

no witness appeared and the trial Court calls

for the explanation from the Investigating
Officer.

On

28th

of

September,

2018

no

12

+

witness,

appeared

and

the

fifth

trial

programme was prepared by the learned trial
Court fixing 22nd and 23rd of October, 2018 as

the dates for recording the statements of the
prosecution witnesses. On 22nd and on 23rd of

October, 2018 again no prosecutit)n witness

appeared.
eafter, the trial Court prepared the sixth
gramme on 23.10.2018 fixing l9th and

ovember, 2018. On these dates also,

f the witnesses appeared on behalf of
he

prosecution.

As

regards

the

oral

submissions made by the Ld. Counsel for the

applicant relating to the sixth trial programme
fixed by the trial Court on 23.10.2018, fixing
19 and 20th of November, 2018 as the date for

the trial, learned counsel for the applicant

submits that he does not have the order sheets
of the learned court bel`ow to substantiate his

statement in Court and the same has been
made upon instruction that he has received
from the learned counsel conductipg the trial
before the trial Court, which he believes to be

true,

Thereafter,

learned

counsel

for

the

13

applicant has no instructions as to the present
status of the case. Learned counsel for the

State has submitted that the prosecutrix in
this case is a thirteen-year-old child, who has

indicted the applicant herein in her statement
recorded under Section 164 of Cr.P.C.

17. M.Cr.C.No.25031/2018 has been moved by

the applicant BalwazL @ Balman Slngh and
M.Cr.C No. 17896/2018 has been filed by

applicant Aleem @ Annu Khan both these
applications are connected as they arise from
the same FIR. The applicants are in judicial
` .``'`' -

:'*'.`^:JL±!`-T'J,I

.
``custody
``.

1,

since

26/12/17.

The

offences

for

whi`ch they have been charged for are under
sections 363, 366, 344, 376-D/34 of IPC and
c`'`

_ §`ection
`.

•

5/6

of

POCSO

Act.

This

case

is

': `,-` --.,, i

`=i±L~ pending trial before the Sessions Court at
Katni. This is the first application for bail
under section 439 of Cr.P.C.
+

18. Besides the merit of the case, the learned
counsels for the applicants have pressed for
bail on ground of delayed trial, The record of

proceedings of the learned trial Court filed by

I,(

14

•+

the applicants go to reveal that on 20/02/ 18,

the charge sheet was filed by the police against

the applicants herein before the court of
learned Special Judge (POCSO). Cognizance

was taken and a copy of the charge sheet was
handed over to the learned counsels for the
aLccused.

The

19/03/18. On

next

date

was

fixed

for

19/03/18, the accused were

not produced from jail and their counsels

prayed for time to argue on charge.

i`i`:Jh`g±idatefixedbytheCourtwa;22/03/18

%`gS¥;T::Jh'8±idatefixedbythecourtwa;22/03/18

and on tial day, the charges were framed by
im

the tear,Red Trial Court for offences already
i..,
\``.``====:j2#d
hereinabove. The trial programme

prepared by the prosecution was accepted and
summons were issued to the prosecutrix and

her

parents

20/04/18.

to

On

appear

as

20/04/18,

witnesses
the

record

on
of

proceedings of the trial court refleatB that the

Summons

itself

were

not

issued

to

the

prosecutrix and to the witnesses Premlata and
Ramesh as was required by the order dated
22/03/18. Thereafter, the court directed that

the summons be '&sued to the witnesses and
_,

C`

I,

15

•+

the case was fixed for the evidence of the

prosecutrix and her parents on 22/05/ 18.

20. On 22/05/18, the court records that the
summons issued to the witnesses have not
been returned to the Court after service and,

therefore, directed that fresh summons be
issued and listed the case for hearing on
15/06/ 18. The order sheet of the learned trial

Court dated 15/06/18 reveals that summons
issued to the witnesses were not`received by

the court after service and therefore, it once

again ordered the issuance of summons to the
witnesses and listed the case on 11/07/ 18.

I/,`S:8±:`:``-:`''`.

isys-::`r`:'`.

`-\

21. ton 11/07/ 18, the learned Trial Court records

that the summons which were to be issued to
he witnesses as required by the order dated
15/06/18 have not been issued at all and,

therefore, the court directed the issuance of
fresh

summons

and

listed

the

caLse

on

04 I 08 I \8 .
22. On

04/08/18,

reveals

that

the

the

record

summons

of

proceedings

issued

to

the

witnesses were not received by the court after

Ei.ifil,E

16

+

service and so learned trial court issued fresh

summons yet again and listed the case on
TJ I 08 I \8 .
23. The order-sheet dated 27/08/ 18 of the learned

trial Court reveals that the Presiding Officer

was on leave and the link judge has recorded

that the summons issued to the witnesses
were not received by the court after service

and so yet again issued summons and listed
the case for recording the evidence of the
witnesses on 26/09/ 18.

record of the trial Court

atife.5fqha[ha`
reve

that the summons issued to witnesses
received by the court after

•Pav,?i
SeTV

and

this

time

directed

that

the

EH!Hlilm ons be served on the witnesses through
the office of the Superintendent of Police and
listed the case for 12/ 10/ 18.

25. On 12/ 10/ 18,learned trial Court has recorded

that the 8ummon8 issued to the witneoBee

have not been received by the Court after

service and once again directed that summons
bc Served upon the witnesses through the

17

+-.,

office of Superintendent of Police and then
listed the case for 05/ 11/ 18 for recording the

statement of the witnesses.

26. The account that has been recorded by this
Court with regard to the proceedings before

the learned trial Court presents a shocking

picture that even after the passage of nine
months after the filing of the charge-sheet, not
a single witness for the prosecution has been

examined. On two occasions, the trial court

records

that

the

summons

which

were

required to be issued by the previous order
were never issued by the court aLt all and yet
`'``''rthe court does not enquire as to why its order

wa-s not complied with and neither does it take

:,gtion against the person who failed to issue

the summons.

27. The first time that the learned trial court has
taken resort to serve the summons through the
office of the Superintendent of Police waLs after

the passage of seven months on 26/09/18
which was followed up again on 12/ 10/ 18. The

proceedings against the applicants and all
Ill

__-i
:Sh,

18

such other accused persons who may be
languishing under similar conditions reflects

judicial apathy, undoubtedly unintentional,
not just at the level of the District Judicia.ry

but this Court also where such cases are dealt
on an ad hoe basis instead of addressing the
malady itself. Willy milly we dispense with

justice instead of dispensing justice.
28. The

record

of

proceedings

applications. which

have

of

been

both

the

reproduced

hercinabove, speak up of a malady which
_----`

s9!-rtJ`_o`f`ng
`'-`r_`-,J

ri`g1

uires to be redressed at the earliest else the

a speedy trial spoken of and discussed
quentl}t by the Supreme Court and the

Courts, which have equated the 9aid

right with right to life itself, will be reduced to
discussions in the drawing rooms and lecture
halls without passing it on effectively to the

accused. It i8 not sufficient for the courts to

be merely cognizant about the fact that under
trials languish inordinately in jail .on account
of the delay in trial which is most pronounced

at the stage of recording' the Statement of the

19

``+

of the Trial Court to secure the presence of the

prosecution witnesses

at the

earliest and

record their statements within the shortest
time possible. The protraction of the trial is

most evident at the stage of recording of the
prosecution witnesses. Once the statement of

the prosecution witnesses has been recorded
by the trial court, then all that is left is

recording the statement of the accused under
section 313 of Cr.P.C., production of defence

witnesses and thereafter the final arguments.
Very rarely does the defence produce any

witnesses from its side. The statement of the
+
`

-` ',. ,

a:ccused under section 313 Cr,P.C is also not

a a_tage that consumes excessive time thus, the
rr¥ost identifiable part of the criminal trial

which

results

in

inordinate

delay

in

its

disposal and affects the right to a speedy trial
of tbe under trial, is the stage of recording the
prosecution evidence.

29. Under the circumstances, this Court feels thaLt

laying down certain broad guidelines which
the trial court must make all efforts to follow
mutcitt.s mt/tanc!£s, tailoring the same to special
iy,

20

circumstances that a particular. case may
present, would be beneficial for all concerned.

These guidelines are not exhaustive and are

illustrative, which this court hopes, if put into
practice,

may

result

in

the

expeditious

completion of prosecution evidence,

(1). After framing of charges against the accused,

summons be issued to the eye witnesses or, if

its a case where there are no eye.witnesses,
then to those witnesses who ,are most material
to prove the case of the prosecution,
). If sumlnons are returned unserved for whatever
asons, instead of wasting further time by
orting to the same process time and again,

e next summons must be served through the
office

of Superintendent

of Police

to

the

.,,

witnesses where the Trial Court is.situated in

the District Headquarters and through the
office of the SDOP, in the TahBil Courts. If

those summons are also not served, the report
of the police must reflect the reasons why they
have not been Served,
(3). If the reasons gi`'en by the police in the report

returning the summons

#nserved,reflectthat

.,
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the witnesses are unreachable/untraceable
and that service cannot be effected on them on
account of their non-availability and there is

no

prospect

of them

being

found

within

reasonable time, then the trial court must skip
those witnesses and proceed to the next set of

witnesses by issuing summons to them. The

Trial Court must realise that the case of the
+

prosecution is actually the case of the State
through

the

police,

against

the

aLccused

persons. It is the duty of the police to produce

their witnesses before the trial Court.

By

i-C,i3
` I -1
.``+I .,,., '

//§-r`:`.

`J` .,,,skipping a set of witnesses, the court is not

clq§ing their evidence but merely keeping them
in`:abeyance, to be recorded as and when they
' a:?,

a`re found by the police or appear on their own
befrore the Trial Court at any stage before the
conclusion

of the

trial.

In

such

a

case,

skipping of such witnesses would necessarily

need the consent of Counsel for the defence

and if opposed by the defence Counsel, for

whatever strategic reasons the defence may

have, then the court may issue fresh summons
to the same set of witnesses. However, in such
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a situation, the delay in conduct of trial would
then be on account of the conduct of the
defence

for

which

accused

cannot

claim

violation of the right to a speedy trial at a later
point of time,

(4).

If material witnesses cannot be procured
without delay, the court must `e¥£!e:|in±.a._eul

I-.----_-.-.--i.-,....----_.------.,J

possibility of examining formal witnesses and
expert witnesses if any and conclude the same.

Thereafter, the remaining witnesses for the
prosecution who have not been examined on
account

of the

inability

of the

police

to

produce them for reasons reflected in the
report of the police, the court must close the

case of the prosecution and proceed to the
8tagc of the case. However, if any of the

ecution
equent

witnes9e9
Stage,

appears

before

passing

at

a

of

the

•-1-

gment by the trial Court, the court shall be

free to exerci8£.its juris_.d.i&tiop`qud_er section
311 Cr.P.C. and record their 8tatement8 in the

interest of justice after considering opposition

of the defence counsel, if any.

.
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|5). The police on its part, must secure the mobile
number and B-mails ids of all witnesses, if

they possess the same, This must be retained
+

by them in the inner case diary to be used for

transmitting the summons or messaging the
witness regarding their date and time

of

appearance before the Trial Court to testify.

The

police

must

take

care

that

the

aforementioned details are NOT disclosed in

the charge-sheet in order to ensure that the
access of the accused to the witnesses is
inimised to the greatest extent possible.

Trial Court must also resort to the option
elivering summons through SMS and Eil in addition to the conventional process,

wherever

possible.

The

purpose

of

the

endeavour must be to secure the presence of
the witnesses in the shortest possible time to
complete the trial. The Courts must be bear in

mind that as long as the trial is in progress,
•,

presumption is always of innocence and not of
guilt.

(7). It shall not be open to the police to put forward

reaLsons of law and order work or any other of
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their functions as excuses for not complying

with the order of the Trial Court to secure the

presence

of

their

witness.

Such

non

compliance on the part of the police may
constitute contempt or the Trial Court's order,

and the Trial Court shall be at liberty to
initiate such proceedings against the police if
it is not satisfied with the reply of the police
for not complying with the order passed by it.

30. Under the circumstances, on accourit of the
inordinate delay in recording the statement of
witnesses,

all

the

three

applications

are

allowed and it is directed that the applicants

a @ Balman Singh, Aleem @ Annu khan and
hot Saket shall be enlarged on bail upon their
ing

a

personal

bond

in

the

sum

of

000/-(Rupeeo Fifty Thou®and only) .ach

with one solvent surety in the like amount cach to
the 8&ti8faction of the Tried court.

3-J\-

.

A copy of this order be placed before the Registrar
Cieneral of this court for transmission to all the
Judges of the District Judiciary. A copy of this order

2S

be also sent to the Director General of Ponce, Madhya
Ehndesh.

Certified copy as per rules.

SJIiritul Sreedharan)
Judge

